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Quantum frequency conversion (QFC) between the vis-
ible and telecom is a key to connect quantum memories 
in fiber-based quantum networks. Current QFC meth-
ods for linking such widely-separated frequencies, 
such as sum/difference frequency generation and four-
wave mixing Bragg scattering, are prone to broadband 
noise generated by the pump laser(s). To address this 
issue, we propose to use third-order sum/difference 
frequency generation (TSFG/TDFG) for an upconver-
sion/downconversion QFC interface. In this process, 
two long wavelength pump photons combine their en-
ergy and momentum to mediate frequency conversion 
across the large spectral gap between the visible and 
telecom bands, which is particularly beneficial from the 
noise perspective. We show that waveguide-coupled 
silicon nitride microring resonators can be designed 
for efficient Q FC between 6 06 n m and 1 550 nm via a 
1990 nm pump through TSFG/TDFG. We simulate 
the device dispersion and coupling, and from the sim-
ulated parameters estimate that the frequency conver-
sion can be efficient ( > 8 0 % ) a t 5 0 mW pump power. 
Our results suggest that microresonator TSFG/TDFG is 
promising for compact, scalable, and low power QFC 
across large spectral gaps. 

Quantum frequency conversion (QFC) [1] is an important re-
source to enable long-distance interconnects between visible
wavelength quantum systems, such as optical quantum memo-
ries [2], via telecommunications band fiber links in a quantum
network [3, 4]. Efficient and low-noise QFC has typically been
shown using the χ(2)-mediated process of difference (sum) fre-
quency generation for downconversion (upconversion), in par-
ticular, when the spectral shift is small enough that the pump
(whose frequency is equal to the spectral shift) is well-separated
from the input signal and frequency-converted idler, and is

the longest wavelength involved. This configuration, known to
yield low-noise performance in platforms like periodically-poled
lithium niobate waveguides [5], has been used in a number of
demonstrations, for example, to downconvert 910 nm single
photons from a quantum dot to 1550 nm [6, 7], an ≈ 140 THz
shift. However, for quantum memories operating at shorter
wavelengths, whose spectral separation from the telecom is more
than an octave, maintaining the pump as the longest wavelength
within a single-stage χ(2) process is no longer feasible. While
QFC to the telecom has been shown in experiments linking a
606 nm rare-earth-ion quantum memory to 1550 nm [8], as well
as 637 nm nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond to 1550 nm [9],
the strong pump field at a spectral location in-between the in-
put signal and output idler (Fig. 1(b)) results in noise (e.g., due
to Raman scattering [5]) that is spectrally aligned with the sig-
nal/idler and, for example, causes a degradation in antibunched
photon statistics [9]. A direct approach is to employ aggressive,
narrowband spectral filtering, but typically comes with exces-
sive insertion loss. Other approaches include downconversion
to 1310 nm [10] and implementing a two-stage conversion pro-
cess in which a long wavelength pump is used at each stage [11],
both circumventing the challenge of direct QFC above an octave.

The χ(3) nonlinearity has also been studied for QFC via the
four-wave mixing Bragg scattering process [4, 12]. Here, the
frequency shift is the difference in frequencies of two applied
pumps. FWM-BS with single photon states has been demon-
strated in optical fibers [13]) and nanophotonic resonators [14],
though the spectral shifts have generally been small (< 20 THz).
Recently, FWM-BS has been used to realize frequency conversion
between the 1550 nm and 900 nm bands [15], with conversion
efficiency exceeding 60 %. However, noise can be a challenge in
this scheme, and in general, the large spectral gaps associated
with visible-to-telecom conversion necessitate having one of the
pumps situated in-between the signal and idler (Fig. 1(c)), sim-
ilar to the χ(2) case. As a result, for visible-telecom QFC using
either SFG/DFG (χ(2)) or FWM-BS (χ(3)), to date one always
faces the issue of broadband noise spectrally overlapping with
the input and/or output signal.

While there continue to be significant efforts to mitigate noise
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Fig. 1. Proposal to use third-order sum/difference frequency generation for visible-telecom QFC. (a) Energy diagrams (left) and
operational schemes (right) of the proposed QFC method. The arrow length is scaled by frequency in energy diagrams (left) and
normalized in wavelength diagrams (right). (b)-(c) Energy diagrams (left) and operational schemes (right) for current methods
for visible-telecom QFC, including (b) χ(2) sum/difference frequency generation (SFG/DFG) and (c) χ(3) four-wave mixing Bragg-
scattering (FWM-BS). (d) Besides the signal (red arrow) and pump laser(s) (blue arrow(s)), there are two types of noise processes
under consideration, Raman noise (yellow) and fluorescence noise (blue). Later in the text, we consider the possibility of sponta-
neous FWM as a third potential noise source. Considering these noise sources, TSFG/TDFG is suitable for above-octave-spanning
frequency conversion. (e) Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman noise and fluorescence noise, where |g >, |v >, and |m > represent ground,
vibrational, and metastable states, respectively. Dashed lines indicate virtual states. Thicker lines indicate broader spectral line-
shapes.

and use existing χ(2) and χ(3) approaches to bridge large spec-
tral gaps, one can also consider whether other nonlinear optical
processes are favorable. For this purpose, we propose to use
third-order sum/difference frequency generation (TSFG/TDFG)
for efficient and low-noise QFC between the visible and tele-
com bands. This process uses two photons from a degenerate
infrared pump to make up the spectral gap between the vis-
ible and telecom, with a frequency matching equation given
by ωv = ωt + 2ωp, where {ωv, ωt, ωp} represent the visible,
telecom, and infrared pump frequencies, respectively. To be con-
crete, in Fig. 1(a) we consider the visible wavelength of 606 nm
(e.g., for a Pr3+:Y2SiO5 quantum memory [16]), a telecom wave-
length of 1550 nm, and a degenerate pump at λp = 1990 nm to
make up the spectral difference. A crucial feature of this process,
similar to second-order SFG/DFG and FWM-BS, is that each
frequency-converted idler photon that is created requires cor-
responding annihilation of an input signal photon. In contrast,
degenerately-pumped four-wave mixing, in which two pump
photons are annihilated to create signal and idler photons, can
be used to connect widely separated wavelengths [17, 18], but
is inherently unsuitable for QFC because there is no direct con-
version from signal to idler [12]. Figure 1 also gives a qualitative
indication of how this approach can sidestep broadband noise
processes associated with the pump. For χ(3) media, the main
noise processes of concern are Raman scattering, fluorescence,
and spontaneous FWM. As both our input signal and output
idler are at higher frequencies than the pump, we anticipate a
limited impact from Raman noise or fluorescence. This is in con-
trast to FWM-BS (Fig. 1(b,bottom)), where the 663 nm pump may
be a source of broadband fluorescence. Finally, as we show later,
our pump is situated in the normal dispersion regime which
limits the spectral extent over which spontaneous FWM occurs.

While TSFG/TDFG has potential noise advantages, it remains
to be seen whether it can be phase- and frequency-matched in
a platform suitable for achieving high efficiency. We investi-
gate TSFG/TDFG using fully vectorial electromagnetic mode
simulations for an integrated silicon nitride (Si3N4) microring
resonator, a platform that has been established for χ(3) non-
linear optical processes [19], including those involving widely
separated fields, such as third harmonic generation (THG) [20],
FWM-BS [15], and telecom-visible entangled photon pair gener-
ation [17] and classical spectral translation [18].

In a microring, assuming perfect frequency matching and
zero laser-cavity detuning, the photon flux/number conversion
efficiency of TSFG/TDFG is given by (see Supplement 1):

nout

nin
=

ΓctΓcv

[ΓttΓtv/(4γUp) + γUp]2
, (1)

where nout and nin are the frequency-converted output photon
flux and input signal photon flux in the waveguides, respectively.
The conversion efficiency is symmetric for telecom-to-visible and
visible-to-telecom conversion, that is, {nout, nin} = {nt, nv} or
{nv, nt}. Γcj and Γtj are the coupling and total decay rate for
the j mode. γ represents the χ(3) interaction strength. Up is the
intra-cavity pump energy, and is related to input pump power
by Pp = (Γtp/2)2Up/Γcp. The number conversion efficiency is
optimized at ΓctΓci/(ΓttΓti) with an intra-cavity pump energy of
Up =

√
ΓttΓtv/(2γ). γ depends solely on the device geometry

and modal matching scheme, and is proportional to η/V, where
η is the mode overlap and V is the averaged mode volume.

Because the frequency span of TSFG/TDFG is similar to that
of THG, similar modal phase matching techniques in THG [20–
22] can be used in this work, that is, using high order modes
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Fig. 2. TSFG/TDFG design. (a) Device schematic showing Si3N4 microring coupled with two waveguides. The top microring cross-
section determines the dispersion design and the bottom microring-waveguide coupling cross-section determines the coupling
design. (b) TE1-TE1-TEv3 dispersion design. The pump and telecom are TE1 modes, and the visible is a TEv3 mode (third-order
in vertical direction). The nominal parameters are RR = 25 µm, RH = 600 nm, and RW = 1075 nm. (c) Simulations show that the
pump mode has normal dispersion (D = −580 ps/nm/km, the red circle) at 1990 nm, while the material dispersion is anomalous
(D = 60 ps/nm/km, the black circle). (d) Coupling Q (QCV) simulation for TEv3 visible mode. A waveguide with W = H = 300 nm
and G ≈ 270 nm yields QCV=2× 106 (dashed lines). Inset shows the coupling geometry.

like TEh5 (transverse-electric mode with five field lobes later-
ally) or TEv3 (transverse-electric mode with three field lobes
vertically) for visible light [22]. We use the TEv3 mode at the
visible (≈ 606 nm), with pump and telecom both in TE1 modes.
Their spatial profiles are shown in Fig. 2(b)-(c). Another ex-
ample using TEh5 in the visible is described in Supplement 1.
The dispersion design for the TEv3 scheme (TE1-TE1-TEv3 for
pump-telecom-visible modes) is shown in Fig. 2(b). The nominal
parameters of RR = 25 µm, RH = 600 nm, and RW = 1075 nm
yield perfect phase matching, that is, momentum conservation
in the azimuthal direction for a micoring. In particular, the az-
imuthal mode numbers {mp, mt, mv} = {119, 167, 405}, satisfy
2mp +mt = mv, and have resonant frequencies near the targeted
values. These modes are confirmed to be frequency matched,
with a near-zero ∆ν̂ = ν̂v − ν̂t − 2ν̂p (dashed line). In the nom-
inal design (circles), the pump, telecom, visible modes are at
150.89 THz (1988.23 nm), 193.94 THz (1546.90 nm), and 495.71
THz (605.19 nm), respectively. The simulated radiation-limited
optical quality factors (Qrad) are ≈ 107 for the pump mode and
> 1010 for the visible and telecom modes, so that sidewall scatter-
ing will likely be the major limitation in practice. Their averaged
mode volume (V̄ = (V2

p VtVv)1/4) is calculated to be 61.0 µm3

and the mode overlap is 8.5 %. Importantly, the dispersion is nor-
mal around the pump, as shown in Fig. 2(c), which is beneficial
in suppressing optical parametric oscillation [23] and frequency
comb generation [24], as both processes generally require anoma-
lous dispersion. Their elimination ensures that the pump will be
efficiently used for mediating the desired TDFG/TSFG process.
It does not necessarily preclude the possibility of spontaneous

FWM from the pump, which can be a noise source if it spec-
trally overlaps with the converted telecom idler. From energy
conservation, this hypothetical spontaneous FWM noise process
would convert two pump photons at 1988.23 nm to a signal
photon at 1546.90 nm and idler photon at 2781.91 nm. For our
geometry, however, this process is inhibited, as the ring does not
support modes above ≈ 2300 nm, due to cut-off associated with
the asymmetric cladding structure.

We choose a top air cladding and bottom SiO2 substrate for
the Si3N4 microring (Fig. 2(a)). Such an asymmetric configu-
ration has advantages for both coupling and dispersion. For
coupling, long wavelength modes can be cut-off in a narrow
waveguide because of this asymmetry, which is necessary to sep-
arate the coupling tasks for the widely separated visible and tele-
com/2 µm modes [17]. For dispersion, the ring radius (RR), ring
width (RW), and ring thickness/height (RH) are the three geo-
metric control parameters, as indicated in the top cross-section
in Fig. 2(a). The fabrication tolerance is several nanometers, and
though non-trivial, is similar to that in recent wideband nonlin-
ear nanophotonic devices [17, 18]. One advantage of using air
cladding is that these parameters can be trimmed by dry/wet
etching [18]. In particular, dilute hydrofluoric acid etching can
have sub-nanometer accuracy.

While high-Q, relatively small mode volume, and phase- and
frequency-matching ensure efficient intra-cavity conversion, for
an overall high on-chip efficiency, efficient resonator-waveguide
coupling is needed (see Equation (1)). The waveguide width (W),
waveguide height (H), and ring-waveguide gap (G) are three pa-
rameters that, together with the microring geometry, determine
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Fig. 3. Optimized conversion efficiency and required pump
powers. In-waveguide photon flux/number conversion ef-
ficiency (blue, left y-axis) as a function of effective coupling
ratio (K̄c ≡

√
ΓctΓcv/(Γ0tΓ0v)). This efficiency is indepen-

dent of the scheme (TEv3/TEh5 for the visible mode) and the
direction of the frequency conversion (visible-to-telecom, or
telecom-to-visible). For example, to achieve a number con-
version efficiency of 83 % (the blue dashed line), a K̄c of 10 is
needed (the black dashed line). However, to achieve such ef-
ficiency and effective coupling ratio, the power required (red,
right y-axis) to operate the TEv3/TEh5 (solid/dot-dashed
lines) schemes differs by almost an order of magnitude, requir-
ing 50 mW/470 mW (the red dashed lines), respectively.

the coupling characteristics. A cross-section schematic of the cou-
pling region is shown in Fig. 2(a), and we use a coupled mode
theory formalism [25] to determine the coupling quality factor
(Qc) at the three targeted wavelengths, where in all cases the
waveguide mode considered is the fundamental TE1 mode. The
resonator’s TE1 pump (≈ 1990 nm) and telecom modes are eas-
ily coupled to the waveguide. For example, a waveguide with
W = 750 nm and G = 650 nm results in Qc ≈ 2× 106. At such
a gap, coupling of the visible signal is negligible (Qcv > 109).
We thus use a second waveguide exclusively for coupling of the
TEv3 visible mode in the resonator, where its size (width and
height) is small enough that, given the asymmetric cladding,
the telecom and pump wavelengths are cut-off. As shown in
Fig. 2(d), a square waveguide with W = H = 300 nm and G =
270 nm can provide Qcv = 2× 106 (red circle). Qcv = 2× 105

can be achieved by either a closer gap or a shallower waveguide
(Fig. 2(f)). To implement such coupling, aligned lithography
and a separate shallow-etching process can be used. Such cou-
pling should have limited detrimental effects on the telecom and
pump modes, due to the smaller index perturbation than a full-
height waveguide, though this must be verified in experiments.

Finally, the optimized efficiencies and required pump powers
following Equation (1) are shown in Fig. 3, where we assume
all modes have intrinsic Q = 2× 106, and the pump is critically
coupled. For the TEv3 design, at 50 mW input power, with an
over-coupling of 10×, the number conversion efficiency is 83 %.
Stronger overcoupling by either higher intrinsic Q or lower Qc
will increase the conversion efficiency. The former is preferred
as the latter comes at the expense of additional pump power.

In summary, we propose third-order sum/difference fre-
quency generation (TSFG/TDFG) as a noise-free telecom QFC
interface, and provide detailed simulations for realizing such a

process in a Si3N4 microring. This technology could be particu-
larly useful for scalable quantum networks, and can be applied
to other platforms, including nanophotonic waveguides and
periodically-poled crystals. Though we focus on 606 nm-to-
1550 nm conversion, the process can be tailored to connect other
visible wavelengths of interest to the telecom.
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In this document we provide the theoretical derivation of conversion efficiency, including the intra-cavity photon 
number ratio and the in-waveguide photon flux/number ratio. We also provide additional simulation data on 
an-other mode-matching scheme for the TSFG/TDFG process. 

I. THEORY FOR CAVITY-ENHANCED TSFG/TDFG

In this section, we give more details on the equations we provide in the main text, starting with the following coupled mode
equations [1, 2]:

dÃp

dt
= [i(∆ωp + γppppUp)− Γtp/2] Ãp + i

√
ΓcpS̃p, (1)

dav

dt
= [i(∆ωv + 2γvpvpUp)− Γtv/2]av + iγvptp

√
ωt

ωv
Ã2

pat + i
√

Γcvnv, (2)

dat

dt
= [i(∆ωt + 2γtptpUp)− Γtt/2] at + iγtpvp

√
ωv

ωt
(Ã∗p)

2av + i
√

Γctnt. (3)

As mentioned in the text, the equations already assume perfect phase matching, that is, mv = 2mp + mt. The equations are semi-
classical, with the pump field amplitude normalized so that Up = |Ãp|2, and the visible and telecom operators having Ni = a+i ai (i = v,
t) represents intra-cavity photon numbers for the visible and telecom modes, respectively. The first terms describe the cavity evolution
considering Kerr shifts. The cavity detuning without Kerr shifts is ∆ωi = ωi −ωi0, where ωi0 represents the center of the Lorentzian
resonances for the i mode. The self/cross phase modulation (SPM/XPM) red-shift/decrease cavity resonance frequencies, depending
on pump intra-cavity optical energies (Up) only, as Uv and Ut are at the quantum level for quantum frequency conversion. Γti describes
the decay of the intra-cavity energy Ui, which includes the intrinsic cavity loss and the out-coupling to waveguide, Γti = Γ0i + Γci.
Here the decay term Γji is related to optical quality factor Qji or the field coupling/decay time τji by:

Γji =
ω0i
Qji

=
2
τji

, (j = t, 0, c; i = p, v, t). (4)

The second terms describe the TSFG/TDFG interaction with degenerate pump, signal and idler. Both Kerr shifts and TSFG/TDFG
interaction are χ(3) processes, and the involved nonlinear interaction term γijkl is given by:

γijkl =
3ωiηijklχ

(3)
ijkl

4n̄4
ijklε0V̄ijkl

, (with i,j,k,l = p,v,t), (5)
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which is a positive real parameter. For simplicity, we here assume the ideal situation of perfect frequency matching after the Kerr effect
(the Kerr-shifted cavity detuning is zero). Therefore, we only need to consider the TSFG/TDFG interaction, and we have:

γ√
ωvωt

≡
γpvpt

ωp
=

γvptp

ωv
=

γtpvp

ωt
=

3ηpptvχ
(3)
pptv

4n̄4
pptvε0V̄pptv

, (6)

where γ is used in the main text so that it is independent of telecom or visible modes. The permutation sequence in the last term does
not matter. Therefore, we abbreviate the subscripts of n̄, η, V̄, and χ(3) in the main text. Both η and V̄ are calculated from the pump,
telecom, and visible mode profiles,

η =

∫
V dv εp

√
εvεtẼ2

pẼtẼ∗v

(
∫

V dv ε2
p|Ẽp|4)1/2(

∫
V dv ε2

v|Ẽv|4
∫

V dv ε2
t |Ẽt|4)1/4

, (7)

V̄ = (V2
p VtVt)

1/4, where Vi =
(
∫

V dv εi|Ẽi|
2
)2∫

V dv ε2
i |Ẽi|

4 (with i = p,t,v). (8)

The last terms in these two equations are the source terms for pump and signal, where Pp = |S̃p|2 represents the input pump power in
the waveguide, and nv,t represents the visible/telecom photon number flux in the waveguide.

In perfect cavity detuning and steady state, considering the visible and telecom fields are at the quantum level, and only considering
upconversion (where the visible mode has no input), the equations of the cavity fields are reduced to:

(Γtp/2)2Up = ΓcpPp (9)

(Γtv/2)2Nvωv = γ2
vptpU2

pNtωt (10)

(Γtt/2 + 2γ2
tpvpU2

p/Γtv)
2Nt = Γctnt (11)

The visible output photon flux is the out coupling of the cavity numbers, that is:

nv = ΓcvNv. (12)

In combination of Eq. (10) and Eq. (6), we have the intra-cavity photon number ratio as,

Nv

Nt
= (

γUp

Γtv/2
)2. (13)

In the waveguide, considering this equation along with Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), we have the number/flux conversion efficiency as:

nv

nt
=

ΓctΓcv

[(ΓttΓtv/(4γUp) + γUp]2
. (14)

We can see from Eq. (14) that the number conversion efficiency is optimized with a value of ΓctΓci/(ΓttΓti) when the intracavity pump
energy satisfies γUp =

√
ΓttΓtv/2, with pump input power given by Eq. (9). The number conversion efficiency approaches unity

(100 %) when both visible and telecom modes are significantly overcoupled (Γtt ≈ Γct, Γtv ≈ Γcv). Although we have only consider the
upconversion case explicitly, the expressions in terms of number ratio/efficiency are the same for downconversion in Eq. 14. Therefore,
in the main text, we use {nout, nin} to represent both cases, that is, {nt, nv} for downconversion and or {nv, nt} for upconversion.

II. ADDITIONAL SIMULATION DATA FOR TEH5-TE1-TE1 CONFIGURATION

The dispersion design for the TEh5 scheme, or more accurately, TE1-TE1-TEh5 for pump-telecom-visible modes, is shown in Fig. S1(a).
The nominal parameters of RR = 25 µm, RH = 600 nm, and RW = 1337 nm yield perfect phase matching, which for a microring,
corresponds to momentum conservation in the azimuthal direction. In particular, the azimuthal mode numbers {mp, mt, mv} = {122,
169, 413}, satisfy 2mp + mt = mv, and have resonant frequencies near the targeted values. In the nominal design (circles), the pump,
telecom, visible modes are at 150.21 THz (1997.20 nm), 192.96 THz (1554.73 nm), and 493.98 THz (608.05 nm), respectively. Their
averaged mode volume, given by V̄ = (V2

p VtVv)1/4, is calculated to be 71.8 µm3 and the mode overlap is 1.1 %. In addition, this
device geometry shows anomalous dispersion around the pump (D = 1, 600 ps/nm/km), as shown in Fig. S1(b), which corresponds
to 3.8 GHz frequency mismatch in adjacent modes with a 1 THz free spectral range. The larger mode volume and smaller mode
overlap, and the anomalous dispersion around the pump make this TEh5 scheme less appealing than the proposed TEv3 scheme. One
advantage of the TEh5 scheme is its simplicity in coupling design. As shown in Fig. S1(c), a waveguide with W = 300 nm and G ≈
200 nm can provide Qcv = 2× 106 (dashed lines). Such a coupling is more straightforward then the TEv3 configuration, and does not
requires a separate shallow etching process.
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Fig. S1. An alternative TSFG/TDFG design. (a) TE1-TE1-TEh5 dispersion design. The mode profiles (radial component of elec-
tric field) are shown in the insets, with radiation Q values (Qrad) specified for pump, telecom, and visible modes. The pump and
telecom are fundamental transverse-electric-like (TE1) modes, while the visible is a TEh5 mode. The nominal parameters are RR
= 25 µm, RH = 600 nm, and RW = 1337 nm, which leads to perfect frequency matching (circles). (b) Simulation shows that this de-
sign exhibits anomalous dispersion around the pump mode at 1990 nm (D = 1, 600 ps/nm/km, the blue circle), and the material
dispersion is also anomalous (D = 60 ps/nm/km, the black circle). This dispersion corresponds to 3.8 GHz (anomalous) in fre-
quency mismatch of the adjacent modes. (c) Coupling Q simulation for TEh5 visible mode. The waveguide with RW = 300 nm, RH
= 600 nm, and G ≈ 200 nm has a coupling Q factor (QCV) of 2× 106 (dashed lines). Inset shows its microring-waveguide coupling
geometry.
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